Amit Sarkar (SMT2014003), authored by Prof. V. Sridhar has been published in the recent issue of Journal of Information Science.

For the first time in its history, an issue of Journal of Information Science has featured a paper on "SDR for Modern Wireless Communication System Design," written by Amit Sarkar (SMT2014003), authored by Prof. V. Sridhar.

Speaking at the events, the Director said that the launch of the U.S. chapter was in recognition of the achievements of IIITB alumni in several avenues. Several alumni are currently employed at Fortune 500 companies, such as Google, IBM, Apple, HP, etc., and several have returned to India to contribute to the growth of the country.

The Dean's list honors students for their academic excellence and contributions to the IIITB community. Following students were honored with Dean's list:

- Hitesh Agrawal (MT2015050)
- Mohammed Haroon D. (MT2015065)
- Shishir Uniyal (MT2015038)
- Freeze Francis (MT2015044)
- Mahendra Bhagwan Garodi (MT2015046)
- Aamer Ramzan (MT2015001)
- Anushree Joshi (MT2015026)
- Darshan Ramakant Bhat (MT2015063)
- Nikunj Gupta (IMT2014037)
- Nanduri Lakshmi Amrutha (IMT2014036)
- Abhiramon R. (IMT2015002)
- Aditya Ankush (IMT2015003)
- Suraj Singh (IMT2015041)
- Gopal Kumar Agrawal (EMT2013010)
- Giridhar Bachalli Maruthy (EMT2013009)
- Mohan Shantarakshaka (EMT2013008)
- Shantaraja Palasamudram (SMT2015031)
- Thangadorai (SMT2015014)
- Suhas Pratik Pradhan (SMT2015024)
- Anil J. (SMT2015021)
- Anurag J. (SMT2015020)
- Deepak C. (SMT2015019)
- Prahlad S. (SMT2015018)
- Manish B. (SMT2015017)
- Prashant R. (SMT2015016)
- Praveen D. (SMT2015015)
- Ramesh K. (SMT2015014)
- Shantharam G. (SMT2015013)
- Bhawani S. (SMT2015012)
- Hemanth S. (SMT2015011)
- Reddy C. (SMT2015010)
- Kumar J. (SMT2015009)
- Kishore R. (SMT2015008)
- Rajesh S. (SMT2015007)
- Purushothaman P. (SMT2015006)

The article titled "Coverage Enhancement for MTC Devices Using Reduced Search Posture Recognition and Expertise Prediction using Depth Cameras" co-authored by Prof. Meenakshi Srinivasan, Prof. V. Sridhar, and Prof. Dinesh Babu J at the IEEE SAI Intelligent Systems (IntelliSys) Conference, London, U.K., was presented by Prof. Dinesh Babu J.

On September 6, the students organized an event for expressing gratitude to the teaching faculty and staff on "Web Content Update." The revamped faculty and staff on "Web Content Update" were celebrated on September 17 on campus. Students donned traditional Indian attire to celebrate the event.

The Web Committee, headed by Prof. V. Sridhar, conducted a series of workshops on "Web Content Update." The workshops were attended by a large number of students who were enthusiastic about learning new skills and enhancing their understanding of web technologies.

The 18th Annual General Body Meeting of IIITB was celebrated on September 17. The Guests of Honour of the 17th Foundation Day on September 15 included the Minister of State for Human Resource Development, Government of India, and other dignitaries.

The article titled "Entry of Reliance Jio is the beginning of a new phase of data seamless connectivity of Wi-Fi networks; innovative payment, commercialization, and value addition in the ecosystem" by Prof. Sachit Rao was released as a consultation paper on "Proliferation of Broadband through Public Wi-Fi Networks." The article highlights the growing importance of Large Scale Systems Engineering and provides the framework for implementing innovative solutions in the ecosystem.

Inside this Issue:
- "Coverage Enhancement for MTC Devices Using Reduced Search Posture Recognition and Expertise Prediction using Depth Cameras"
- "Entry of Reliance Jio is the beginning of a new phase of data seamless connectivity of Wi-Fi networks; innovative payment, commercialization, and value addition in the ecosystem"
- "Coverage Enhancement for MTC Devices Using Reduced Search Posture Recognition and Expertise Prediction using Depth Cameras"
- "Entry of Reliance Jio is the beginning of a new phase of data seamless connectivity of Wi-Fi networks; innovative payment, commercialization, and value addition in the ecosystem"

For more details on his work, visit: http://www.vsridhar.info/spectrum
For photos: https://goo.gl/photos/ghgcu2gBddvRTNct6
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